JODL recognized WARLIMONT's initials on Document 884-PS, which concerned the treatment of captured Russian political representatives.

JODL stated that he was familiar with the subject matter of the document and thought that he had seen it before. He further stated, however, that he had no knowledge of the meeting of 16 July 1941 between representatives of the OKW and of the police (Document 502-PS), the meeting at which SCHRIJNENBURG and HEYDRICH represented the police and as a result of which directions to police commandos were drawn up. JODL stated that he did not think that General REINECKE was the OKW representative at the meeting as he thought that was a matter with which REINECKE would not have been concerned. He advanced the thought that a legal officer from the Quartermaster Division of the OKW might possibly have attended, although it was his opinion that no such meeting had ever been held.

JODL identified Document 822-PS, the intelligence and espionage set-up for the Russian operation, by recognizing the signature of CINARIS thereon and his own initial as well as those of KEITEL and "WARLIMONT."